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Jesus is only known in his fullness “when the whole 
world in its cultural diversity takes possession of Him 
and in freedom, in thought and form, tells of Him what 
it learns and loves.” 

- Kenneth Cragg (1913-2012), Christianity in World 
Perspective



Conversion & Christendom

• Belonging

• Behaviour

• Belief



“How could a community rebuff people as potential members for not 
living according to the standards of the group before they had been 
taught? But the early Christian catechists were attempting not so much 
to impart concepts as to nurture communities whose values would be 
different from those of conventional society. Christian leaders assumed 
that people did not think their way into a new kind of life; they lived 
their way into a new kind of thinking. The candidates’ socialization and 
their professions and life commitments would determine whether they 
could receive what the Christian community considered to be good 
news.”

- Alan Kreider (1941-2017), The Change of Conversion and the Origin 
of Christendom



Conversion & Christendom

• Belonging

• Behaviour

• Belief



“That the church turned so much toward doctrine, so little
toward discipleship, is a chief reason for its weakness, which is
now becoming apparent. A church that detaches itself from the
world only in speaking, even if it were speaking in the purest
Biblical doctrine, but not in action and love, becomes
unworthy of belief to the world.”

- Emil Brunner (1889-1966), Truth as Encounter



“We must remind ourselves that the Catholic righteousness by
good works is vastly preferable to a Protestant righteousness
by good doctrine. At least righteousness by good works
benefits one’s neighbour, whereas righteousness by good
doctrine only produces lovelessness and pride. Furthermore,
we must not blind ourselves to the tremendous faith, genuine
repentance, complete surrender and the fervent love of God
and neighbour evident in the lives and work of many Catholic
Christians.”

- Herman Bavinck (1854-1921), The Certainty of Faith



“We justified the world and condemned as heretics those who
tried to follow Christ. The result was that a nation became
Christian and Lutheran, but at the cost of true discipleship...
the call to follow Jesus in the narrow way was hardly ever
heard.”

- Dietrich Bonhoeffer (1906-1945), The Cost of Discipleship



“Kierkegaard said more than a century ago that if 
Luther were alive then he would have said the exact 
opposite of what he said in the sixteenth century. I 
believe he was right.’

- Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Letters and Papers from Prison



“The idea of living on terms set by other people, which lies at
its heart, remained the expression of the essential missionary
experience, the missionary ideal for both Catholics and
Protestants for centuries to come. It was perhaps the first
learning experience that European Christianity received from
its contact with the non-Western world.”

- Andrew F. Walls, ‘The Eighteenth-Century Protestant
Awakening in its European Context’ in Brian Stanley (ed.)
Christian Missions and the Enlightenment



The Great Century of Christian Conversion



“Whether or not it can be accurately deemed to be ‘the 
Christian century’, the twentieth century can properly be 
denominated as the great century of conversion to Christianity. 
It was necessarily, therefore, a period that also witnessed a 
radical pluralization of popular understandings of Christianity 
as the word of the gospel took flesh in innumerable cultural 
forms in non-Western societies. The resulting multiple 
incarnations of the faith rarely conformed to the post-
Enlightenment framework of modern Western Christianity.”

- Brian Stanley, Christianity in the Twentieth Century: A World 
History



“Perhaps the greatest mistake we could make in assessing African Christianity today 
would be to generalise too much, for diversity is the order of the day. Among the 
churches wide differences can be discerned in cultural identity, doctrinal standpoint, 
social concern, pastoral approach, mission strategy and ecumenical commitment. 
Christians are among the wealthiest and the poorest, among the most politically 
conservative and among the most politically transformative, among the most 
ethically exemplary and among the most scandalous, among the most Westernising 
in cultural values and among the greatest champions of African tradition.”

- Jesse Mugambi, ‘Christianity in Africa, 1910-2010’, in Todd M. Johnson & 
Kenneth R. Ross (eds.), Atlas of Global Christianity, 1910-2010



Unlearning Colonialism



The language of “partnership”



The language of “partnership”

From “partnership” to “inter-dependence”
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From “partnership” to “inter-dependence”

Acting locally, thinking globally
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The Middle East
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Reversing Financial Flows



Concluding Remarks



“Through all the ages to come the Indian Church will rise up in 
gratitude to attest the heroism and self-denying labours of the 
missionary body. You have given your goods to feed the poor. 
You have given your bodies to be burned. But we also ask for 
love. Give us FRIENDS!”

- V. S. Azariah (1874-1945), quoted in Brian Stanley, The 
World Missionary Conference, Edinburgh 1910


